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NEWS

A DOCTOR PRESCRIBES HIS OWN
HAPPINESS
‘‘
Without doubt a key factor in the growth of
Wolstanton-based CCC has been that they are
probably the only homecare products
specialist in the UK who have a doctor based
with them.
Clarion readers are familiar with Doctor Neil
Stirling, a former NHS GP and later in life in
private practice who also spent many years as
Staffordshire Police Surgeon. His former
wife Marguerite sadly passed away some five
years ago and the fact she was a motor
neurone sufferer influenced CCC’s original
formation of their charity. Everyone who
knows Neil, with his amazing energy,
enthusiasm and spirit will be delighted at the
fantastic news that the beginning of 2006 saw

a new future … he and the new love of his life
Susan Boore decided to marry!
Susan formerly from Lytham St Annes, lost
her husband, a business executive, three years
ago and met Neil after moving to Cheshire.
The marriage took place in church at Betley,
Dr Stirling’s former village and the happy
couple are to continue living at Nantwich
having honeymooned on Lanzarote.
All associated with Castle Comfort Centre are
ecstatic over the news and send their heartiest
congratulations. We are asked to reassure
clients of CCC, all of whom receive a
telephone call from ‘Dr S’ on their birthdays,
that the helpful and vital services of this very
special doctor will continue.

‘‘

By Florence Westminster,
Health Correspondent

Going up the Wembley
steps is fantastic – so is being
able to climb your stairs at home!

Terry Conroy
Stoke City & Eire Legend Now patron at the
CCC Doug Brown
Motor Neuron Fund

A Stairlift from
Castle Comfort
Centre will
change your life!

CALL
NOW FOR
A FREE
QUOTE

FREEPHONE

0800 298 3040

Dr Neil Stirling and Susan on their happy day!
(Look forward to the next Clarion to learn things about Dr Stirling that few people know!)

BURSLEM TO BARCELONA (continued from page 1)
business capitals, an exclusive dealership was
set up with the Alicante-based leading
contemporary developer of massage science,
EUROKEYTON, to market their products in
Britain.
This wholly Spanish owned
company has for 20 years pioneered the
worldwide development of chairs that include
advanced and authentic massage systems.
These days they now are sold on every
continent and highly respected by medical
professions and institutions. This concept is
far from the run of the mill ‘vibrating noisy
cable system’ already known in the UK. In a
nutshell, the system consists of soft rubber
rollers and scientifically developed angled
‘arms’, which emulate the skill of an actual
masseur – in fact, computerised high-tech and
silent programmes can well surpass what the
human touch is capable of.

There are many quality chairs in the range created in leather and material, with different
levels of massage system strengths – one of
them even prints out a diagnostic analysis of
your back condition before and after a
session! The results and difference after
treatment are indeed very impressive.
All high prestige products are usually owned
by people of similar profile - and so far in the
UK, as reported in the press – Cherie Blair
one day went shopping for a unique present
for her husband whose stress levels had
caused him serious heart and stomach
problems. Apparently, Tony now relies on his
‘Keyton’ daily; as Cherie has cancelled the
regular visits to Downing Street of a blonde
masseuse! (see Tony and Cherie on page 12)
It is not just stress that can be helped with the
Castle Comfort Spanish therapy chairs; on

page four you’ll see a list of ailments that
those ancient Egyptian literally got to grips
with.
These truly amazing and innovative therapy
chairs can be seen and tried at CCC’s
Wolstanton head office but it’s a good idea to
phone first to book your free session – as the
demand and interest is tremendous. And as
usual, if you can’t get out – just mention it and
you’ll be collected from home and returned.
A free trial and demonstration can also be
arranged without obligation in your own
home and trust-based interest free payment
schemes (without any extra charge
whatsoever) are available.
Call Castle Comfort today on Freephone
08000 832797 – It’s the way forward.
Please go to page 4.

